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Abstract—This paper describes ongoing work in analyzing
sensor data logged in the homes of seniors. A visualization of
motion sensor data in the form of a density map which uses
different colors to show levels of activity was introduced
previously. For evaluating changes in activity level and
periodicity of life style, we introduce a dis-similarity
measurement of density maps based on co-occurrence matrices.
The dis-similarity between two density maps is captured using
texture features for automatically determining changes in
activity patterns. A case study is included to illustrate how the
density map can be used to track activity patterns over time.

continuous motion is detected. In lab tests, we have captured
one-sensor density values ranging from 14 hits/hour for near
motionless sitting to over 300 hits/hour for pacing. In Fig. 1,
the X-axis shows hours in a day; the Y-axis shows days in a
month. Black represents TAFH.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

Y the year 2030, the elderly population will double [1].
Technology that can help seniors “age in place” has
highlighted in recent years, spurred by an aging population.
response to this trend, many researchers have been
investigating new approaches in caring for the elderly. One
example of this research focus at the University of Missouri
has resulted in TigerPlace (TP), an aging in place
for seniors. Technologies to support independent living for
older adults have been available for several years, such as
[3][4][5][6][7]. Live-in laboratory smart homes with sensors
and actuators have also been established such as the Aware
Home at Georgia Tech[8] and MIT’s PlaceLab[9].
One focus of our research is the creation of intelligent
software that uses sensors to uncover patterns of activity
helpful to caregivers [2]. Sensor networks have been
installed in 19 apartments in TP. Data collection has been
ongoing for 2-3 years in some apartments. This is allowing
us to study the data and develop algorithms for identifying
alert conditions. The goal is to capture patterns representing
physical and cognitive health conditions and then recognize
when activity patterns begin to deviate from the norm.
In previous work [12], we focused on the visualization of
motion activity density and time away from home (TAFH)
the form of a density map that can be used to monitor the life
style patterns of older adults. In a density map, different
colors represent different levels of density in the motion
sensor data, as shown in Fig.1. The density d is computed as
the number of all motion sensor hits s during an hour divided
by time at home during that hour, t. The density is defined as

 . The motion sensors generate events every 7 seconds if
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Fig.1. An example of a density map

In this paper, a dis-similarity measure based on texture
features is proposed for comparing density maps and
automatically determining changes in activity patterns.
Although the activity density map is useful as a visualization
for manual observation, we are also interested in
automatically identifying changes in activity pattern. So we
propose computing the dis-similarity between two density
maps to aid caregivers in evaluating changes of residents.
The concept of dis-similarity is fundamentally important in
many applications and can be difficult to measure. Here, we
propose using texture features to evaluate the dis-similarity
of density maps by capturing spatial, frequency, and
perceptual properties such as periodicity, coarseness, and
complexity. Texture features are extracted using the cooccurrence distribution as described in Sec. II.
II. DIS-SIMILARITY USING TEXTURE INFORMATION
From the density maps we can see the repetitions of the
daily activity of residents. Tracking the change in periodicity
of daily life is crucial for clinical purposes. A dis-similarity
measure based on the co-occurrence matrix is proposed for
evaluating differences in density maps. The average density
and average time away from home can provide useful
information on activity level of residents but cannot provide
information about the periodicity of daily life. We propose
to use texture information to provide this lifestyle periodicity
information. The gray-level co-occurrence matrix (CM) is a
statistical method which considers the spatial relationship of
pixels and is often used for extracting textural features in
images [10][11].
A. Co-occurrence Matrices of Images
The CM is derived from gray scale images. Suppose an
image is rectangular and has NX resolution cells in the
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horizontal direction and NY resolution cells in the vertical
direction. Suppose the gray scale value is quantized to Nm
levels separately. Let   1,2, … ,  be the horizontal
spatial domain,   1,2, … ,  be the vertical spatial
domain, and   1,2, … ,  be the set of Nm quantized
levels. The set    is the set of resolution cells of the
image ordered by their row-column designations. The image
can be represented as a function which assigns value M to
each resolution cell or pair of coordinates in  
 ; :     . An essential component is eight closely
related measures from which all of the texture features are
derived. These measures are arrays of adjacent or nearestneighbor resolution cells. We consider a resolution cell to
have eight nearest-neighbor resolution cells (Fig.2),
excluding those on the periphery of an image.
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in the horizontal direction represents the density of a specific
hour in that minute except the minutes away from home.
Normally, the density per hour is lower than 550 per hour, so
the density which is over 550 per hour is set to 550. The
minutes away from home are set to a number larger than
such as 750, which gives enough contrast to the maximum
density. Suppose the density value is quantized to Nm levels
separately. Let   1,2, … ,  ,  1,2, … ,  and
  1,2, … ,  . The original data D can be represented as
a function which assigns value M to each resolution cell or
pair of coordinates in LY  ; :     . The ACM
are defined similarly with equation (1).
C. Feature Extraction
1) Textural Features
All textural information is contained in the set of CMs.
The equations which define a set of 14 measures of textural
features are given in [11]. Due to the density map properties,
the following subset of textural features is chosen:
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Fig.2. Resolution cells

The texture context information is specified by the matrix
of relative frequencies Pij with which two neighboring
resolution cells separated by distance d occur on the image,
one with gray level i and the other with gray level j
computed as CMs. They are a function of the angular
relationship between the neighboring resolution cells as well
as a function of the distance between them. The CMs are
defined in equation (1) [10]. Cardinality{S} is the number of
elements in set S. For the work presented here, d=1.
P (i, j , d ,0°) = Cardinalit y{(( k , l ), ( m, n)) ∈ ( L y × Lx ) × ( L y × Lx )
where k − m = 0, l − n = d , I ( k , l ) = i, I ( m, n ) = j}
P (i, j , d ,45°) = Cardinalit y{(( k , l ), ( m, n )) ∈ ( Ly × Lx ) × ( Ly × Lx )
where k − m = ± d , l − n = ∓ d , I ( k , l ) = i, I ( m, n ) = j}
P (i, j , d ,90°) = Cardinalit y{(( k , l ), ( m, n )) ∈ ( Ly × Lx ) × ( Ly × Lx )

(1)

where k − m = d , l − n = 0, I ( k , l ) = i, I ( m, n ) = j}

f 4 = −∑∑ Q(i, j, d ) log(Q(i, j, d ))
i

(3)

(4)
(5)

j

The angular second moment feature (ASM) (2) is a
measure of homogeneity of the image. The contrast feature
(3) measures the amount of local variations in an image. The
inverse difference moment (4) also measures image
homogeneity; this parameter achieves its largest value when
most of the occurrences in the CM are concentrated near the
main diagonal. Entropy (5) measures the disorder.
2) Other Features
Aside from textural features, there are two other features
which are very important to discriminate the dis-similarity of
density maps, average motion density per hour and average
TAFH per day. These are used in the measurement also.

P (i, j , d ,135 °) = Cardinalit y{(( k , l ), ( m, n)) ∈ ( L y × Lx ) × ( L y × Lx )
where k − m = ± d , l − n = ± d , I ( k , l ) = i, I ( m, n ) = j}
Q (i , j , d , a ) = ∑ P (i , j , d , a )
a

The CMs of activity density maps are calculated for
comparison. The results will be shown in Section III.
B. CMs of Activity Density Maps
For a real application, computational speed is very
important. The images of activity density maps must be
generated first if the CMs are calculated from images
directly. To avoid this step, we calculate CMs from the
original data of density and TAFH, called the activity
density map co-occurrence matrix (ACM).
The ACM is derived from the original density data and
TAFH instead of images. The horizontal direction NX of
original data refers to 1440 minutes/day and the vertical
direction NY refers to the number of days. Each resolution

D. Investigating Different Distance Measures
The dis-similarity of two different density maps is
represented by a number that is computed in feature space as
the distance from one map to another. That is, the smaller
the number, the more similar the density maps are. After
generating the features of two density maps, we need to
choose a distance measure to compare the difference. We
experimented with 7 distance measures for comparison. In
total, there are 6 features. Given a 1 x m feature matrix x,
which is treated as row vector {x1,x2,…xm}, the weighted
normalized Euclidean distance drs between the vector xr and
xs is defined as follows:
xrn (i) =

xr (i )
xs (i )
xsn (i ) =
max [ xr (i), xs (i )]
max [ xr (i ), xs (i)]

 6
2
d rs = ∑ wi [ xrn (i) − xsn (i )] 
 i =1
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1
where w1 , w2 ....w6 =
6

for i = 1 6

(6)

Features 5 and 6 are the average TAFH and the average
motion density.
Different distance measures show similar trends in
computing dis-similarity distance. For our purposes, the dissimilarities varying from zero to one are better for providing
meaningful values to caregivers. In empirical results, the
normalized Euclidean distance was shown to be the most
sensitive and, thus, was chosen for the dis-similarity
measure. Test results are shown in Section III.
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III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Due to the large set of data and limited space, only part of
the comparison results are presented in this paper.
A. Single-Resident Results
Fig. 3 and 4 show the dis-similarity measure results for a
resident using two distance measures. The density map of
Jan., 2006 was compared to the other months (Fig. 5). Fig. 3
shows the comparison using Euclidean distance. The y-axis
represents the distance in feature space and has two different
scales for the different data sets. The solid purple line
illustrates the dis-similarity of the ACMs using the
Euclidean distance (using the right scale on the y-axis). The
gray dashed line is the dis-similarity of the CMs (using the
left scale on the y-axis). The dis-similarities of the imagebased CMs and non-image-based ACMs follow a similar
trend.
The normalized Euclidean distance is shown in Fig.4
separately as it varies from zero to one. The solid purple line
with empty circles illustrates the dis-similarity of the ACMs
which uses 750 for TAFH and the other solid lines are 650,
1000 and 1500 values for TAFH. As expected the dissimilarity distance of the image-based CMs and the nonimage-based ACMs follow a similar trend; the difference
does not affect change detection.
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Fig.5. Density maps used for dis-similarity comparisons in Fig.3 & 4

B. Cross-Resident Results
Fig.6 shows the cross-resident dis-similarity results using
normalized Euclidean distance. Residents 2-9 are compared
to resident #1 (Fig.7). The dis-similarity distance of the
image-based CMs and the non-image-based ACMs follow a
similar trend in the cross-resident test.
There is an orange dashed line at 0.25 in both Fig.4 and
Fig.6. For the single resident comparison (Fig.4), the dissimilarity measurements of normalized Euclidean distance
of the ACMs are almost all smaller than 0.25. In contrast, for
the cross-resident comparison (Fig.6), the dis-similarity
measurements of normalized Euclidean distance of the
ACMs are almost all larger than 0.25. The non-image-based
ACMs give a better contrast between residents.
The solid lines in Fig.4 and Fig.6 are the comparisons of
different values set for TAFH. We can see ACM 650, 750,
1000 and 1500 yield similar results in both figures, but when
the value set for TAFH increases, the effect of density
decreases. To place TAFH in a reasonable range, 750 is
chosen as the value in the rest of the paper.
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Fig.3. Comparison of Euclidean distance for one resident
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Fig.4. Comparison of normalized Euclidean distance for one resident
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Fig.7. Density maps used for dis-similarity comparisons in Fig.5

C. Case Study
The dis-similarity measures were applied to data logged in
the apartments of elderly TigerPlace residents. One case
study is provided as an example of determining changes in
activity patterns with the proposed method. In this section,
the dis-similarity is computed using the normalized
Euclidean distance based on ACM 750.
Fig.8 shows the dis-similarity measure results of the same
resident. In this test, the density map Mar., 2006 is compared
to other months (Fig.9). Fig.8 shows that the dis-similarity
increases significantly after Mar. 2007. This indicates the
activity level and the periodicity of life style of this resident
varies from the original month Mar., 2006. This resident is
#3 in Fig.7; we can see this resident has a dramatically
different style of density map. The color is much darker than
the others. She has a puttering style, and moves around the
home more frequently. From Fig. 9, it can be seen that the
color of density maps faded with time from Mar., 2006, and
TAFH (the black area) decreased dramatically. These
changes are consistent with the dis-similarity results.
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Fig.8. Dis-similarity changes of a resident
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Fig.9. Density maps used for Fig.8

IV. CONCLUSION
Comparisons of density maps using the proposed disdis-similarity measure are used to monitor the long term

activity level of older adults living at TigerPlace. The
through dis-similarity measures provides an automated
method for detecting changes in the patterns of residents that
aids caregivers in the monitoring process.
However, there are limitations in the data analysis also.
First, the motion sensor in the network cannot tag for
personal identification. Thus, the decision made by the
system will contain a degree of ambiguity to identify who
performed the activity, and it is also a challenge to identify
the number of persons in an apartment. Second, the motion
sensor fires every 7 seconds if there is motion nearby, and
useful information can be lost because of the 7 second
resolution. On the other hand, the motion sensors used in
this project are inexpensive and readily available. This kind
of system is more easily affordable by a majority of older
adults and is easy to deploy.
Our future research goals will expand on feature
extraction and automated reasoning at different time scales
using the logged sensor data, focusing especially on early
detection of changes in patterns.
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